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Abstract: This contribution wants to show some recent applications of neural networks in the field of power
electronics, with particular emphasis on the sensorless control of AC drives and examines improvements that can be
attained when using linear neural networks. At first it presents some theoretical aspects of linear neural networks,
particularly the TLS EXIN neuron. Then it describes some original applications in electrical drives and power quality
as follows: 1) least square and neural identification of electrical machines 2) neural sensorless control of AC drives
3)neural enhanced single-phase DG system with APF capability Simulation and experimental results are provided to
validate the theories.

1.Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been recognized as an important tool in many fields among
which Power Electronics (PE) and Electrical drives (ED). Many papers and books have been
published and good surveys can be found in [1]-[10]. Recent advances make it possible to
achieve higher performance and lower cost in a wide range of industrial, commercial,
military, utility, and residential applications. In addition, AI can help more efficient use of
electricity resulting in environmental protection. Nowadays these AI-applications range from
modern power semiconductor devices, converter circuits, and electrical machine design to
high-performance control of induction and synchronous motor drives, energy saving control,
estimation, identification, sensorless control of drives, as well as to active harmonic filters and
their principles and applications in the energy conversion for distributed generation. Another
power application is their use in the diagnosis for detecting fault and pre-fault situations in
electrical machines and drives and in power electronics complex systems.
In general the term AI should be interpreted, as for its applications in power electronics and
drives, as Computational Intelligence [2], based on Soft-Computing (SC), which comprises
several methodologies for the design and utilization of information and intelligent systems.
SC is generally made up of Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLS), the Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) the Genetic Algorithms (GA) and the hybrid systems, in particular the neuro-fuzzy
(fuzzy-neural), and the genetic assisted neural and fuzzy systems. All SC techniques have
been conceived to suitably deal with the uncertainty of knowledge and data, typical of realworld applications. It is easy then to understand how the introduction of SC techniques has
made it possible to boost power electronics and motor drive technology since the electrical
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drive or power electronics application can evolve into an intelligent behaviour, meaning that it
can embed some features of “learning”, “self-organizing” or “self-adapting. Particularly, the
integration of SC can frequently lead up to a reduction of the development times and can
avoid mathematical difficulties in system development, since SC techniques do not require the
mathematical model of the system. With specific regard to automatic control aspects, for
instance, the correct knowledge of the system (plant) model to be controlled is usually
needed, and is typically expressed in terms of algebraic or differential equations, providing
the system input-output relationship. These models can frequently be complex, rely on
unrealistic assumptions and contain parameters that are measurable with difficulty, or can
vary during the operation of the system. There are even cases in which the mathematical
model of the system is not determinable at all. These problems could be overcome by
adopting intelligent control techniques, which can be implemented even in absence of the
plant mathematical model and can be significantly less sensitive versus parameter variations.
While FLSs are rule-based techniques, aimed at reproducing the behaviour of the human
brain, ANNs tend to reproduce its biological architecture. A different approach is that of GAs,
or evolutionary computation, which are based on the principles of genetics (fittest theory of
the evolution). GAs solve a problem of optimization on the basis of an evolutionary process
providing the best (fittest) solution (survivor). Among the different SC techniques, ANNs
seem to have maximum impact on power electronics and electrical drives [6]-[11].
In general the supervised ANN are the most employed, above all the Multi-Layer-Perceptron
or the Radial Basis Function ones for their capacity to approximate any continuous functions
and a huge literature exists (see cited bibliography above). However another kind of neuron
can be applied, that is the linear neuron, or the so-called ADALINE (Adaptive Linear Neuron)
[12], which, simple as it can appear, gives surprisingly good results.
This paper wants to introduce the basics of linear neural networks and explain the theoretical
framework in which they are positioned. Particularly the linear neuron TLS EXIN [13] will be
introduced, which has proved fitter than the usual least-squares methods for solving
challenging problems when measurement errors and noise are present. In the end some
applications are described to prove the suitability of linear neural networks in power
electronics for distributed generation (DG), in parameter estimation for AC induction
machines and in sensorless control for high-performance electrical drives.
2.The linear neural network (the ADALINE) and the TLS EXIN neuron
With respect to the general neural network model, a linear neural network or ADALINE, in its
simplest form, consists only of the adaptive linear combiner, and its output is only the result
of this summation. No output activation function is present, or, if preferred, the output
function is the identity function. Fig. 1 shows this simple general ADALINE model:
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Fig.1: general form of an ADALINE or linear neural network
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The output bj can then be described by:
n

b j = ∑ a ji xi = aTj x
i =1

(1a)

where aji is the i-th component of the aj vector given as input at the j-th instant of time, xi is
the i-th component of the x weight vector, bj is the corresponding output at the j-th instant of
T
time. If the vector b = b1 ...b j ...bm ∈ ℜ m.. is considered as well as the matrix A ∈ ℜ mxn
composed of m row vectors ajT, then finding the weight vector x (the problem of linear
parameter estimation) is generally equivalent to solving the following overdetermined set of
linear equations, on the basis of the training set (TS) made up of the expanded matrix [A; b]:

[

]

Ax ≈ b

(1b)

In general A ∈ ℜ mxn is called data matrix and b ∈ ℜ m is called observation vector. Eq. (1b) is
solved for by Least-Squares (LS) techniques. According to the classical OLS (Ordinary Least
Squares) approach, errors are implicitly assumed to be confined to the observation vector.
This assumption is however unrealistic. Actually also the data matrix is affected by noise, like
sampling errors, human errors, modeling errors, measurement errors. In [14] and [15] some
methods are presented to estimate the influence of these errors on the OLS solution. The TLS
(Total Least Squares) method is a technique devised to make up for these errors. The TLS
problem has been presented for the first time in [16], where it is solved by using the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), as proposed in [15] and more completely in [17]. This
estimation method stems historically from statistics literature, where it is called with the name
of orthogonal regression or EIV (Errors-In-Variables) regression1. A complete analysis of the
TLS problem can be found in [13], where the algorithm of [16] is generalized to the nongeneric case (non-generic TLS), where the initial algorithm failed to find a solution.
According to the DLS (Data Least Squares) approach errors are assumed to be confined only
to the data matrix [18]. The DLS case is particularly suitable for certain deconvolution
problems, like in system identification or channel equalization.
In the mono-dimensional case (n=1) the resolution of the LS problem consists in determining
the angular coefficient x of the straight line of the equation Ax=b. The LS technique solves
for this problem by calculating the value of x which minimises the sum of squares of the
distances among the elements (Ai, bi), with i=1,…,m, and the line itself. Fig. 2 shows the
difference among the OLS, TLS and DLS in the monodimensional case.
OLS minimises the sum of squares of the distances in the b direction (error only in the
observation vector); the OLS technique in a recursive form is called RLS (Recursive LeastSquares). TLS minimises the sum of squares in the direction orthogonal to the line (for this
reason TLS is also called orthogonal regression) while DLS minimises the sum of squares in
the A direction (errors only in the data matrix). In particular it must be expected that, in
absence of noise, the results obtained with TLS are equal to those obtained with OLS;
however in presence of increasing noise the performance of TLS remains higher than that of
OLS, as TLS is less sensitive to noise. For these reasons the TLS algorithm is particularly
suitable for estimation processes in which data are affected by noise; this is certainly the case
in real world scenarios in which errors in the data matrix can easily occur. For a good
introduction about OLS, TLS, and DLS see also [19], and [20].
1

In EIV models the true values of observed variables satisfy unknown but exact linear relationships
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Fig.2: Differences between OLS, TLS, and DLS

In general the following three problems arise:
2.1 The OLS problem
The least-square solution is the one minimizing

min b − b'

b '∈ℜ m

with the constraint b'∈ R( A)

2

(2)

Where R(A) is the column space of A. When a minimum of b’ is found, every vector
satisfying

Ax' = b'

(3)

is then called the OLS solution. It corresponds to the vector minimizing the following cost
function
EOLS (x ) = ( Ax − b ) ( Ax − b )
T

(4)

2.2 The DLS problem

The least-square solution is the one minimizing

min A − A' '

A ''∈ℜ mxn

F

with the constraint b ∈ R( A' ')

(5)

where K F is the Frobenius norm. Once a minimum A’’ is found, every x’’ satisfying

A' ' x' ' = b'

(6)

is called the DLS solution. In [13, p. 120] it is proved that it corresponds to the minimization
of the cost function
T
(
Ax − b ) ( Ax − b )
E DLS (x ) =
T

(7)

x x
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2.3 The TLS problem and the TLS EXIN neuron

The least-square solution is the one minimizing

[ ]

[A; b] − Aˆ ; bˆ
min
m x ( n +1 )

[Aˆ ;bˆ ]∈ℜ

F

()

with the constraint bˆ ∈ R Aˆ

(8)

[ ]

When a minimum of Â; b̂ is found, every x̂ satisfying
Aˆ xˆ = bˆ

(9)

is called TLS solution. It minimizes the sum of orthogonal squared distances (weighted
residues squared sum):
2
T
T
(
Ax − b ) ( Ax − b ) [ A; b ][x ;−1] 2
ETLS (x ) =
=
2
T
T

[x

1+ x x

]

;−1

(10)

2

which corresponds to the Raleigh Quotient of [ A; b ]T [A; b ]
u T [ A; b] [A; b]u
E MCA ( x ) =
uT u
T

(11)

with the constraint u n +1 = −1 ( u n +1 is the last component of the vector u), which represents a
hyperplane in the space u, called TLS hyperplane. Eq (11) shows that the solution can be
found by using the Minor Component Analysis (MCA) [13], followed by a normalization of
the result. It can be proven that the TLS solution is parallel to the right singular vector ∈ ℜ n +1
corresponding to the smallest singular value of [A; b ] or equivalently to the smallest
eigenvalue of [ A; b ]T [A; b ] . This results in the TLS EXIN neuron learning law:

[

]

x(t + 1) = x(t ) − α (t )γ (t )a i + α (t )γ 2 (t ) x(t )

[

(12)

]

with a Ti ; bi i being the index, the i-th [A; b ] row presented as input to the neuron at the time
t, α(t) the learning factor (a positive scalar value decreasing with time)and,
T

γ (t ) =

δ (t )

1 + x(t ) x(t )
T

δ (t ) = x T (t )a i −b i

(13a,b)

The TLS EXIN neuron is a linear unit with n inputs (vector ai), n weights (vector x), one
output (scalar yi = xT ai) and one training error (scalar δ(t)). With this typology, the training is
considered as supervised, being bi the target. The quantity in brackets in (12) is positive,
which implies that the second term in eq.(12) is a reverse ridge regression.
TLS EXIN can work either sequentially or in batch and block modes. Several methods for
accelerating the TLS EXIN convergence speed have been implemented (in mode block and
batch), as the Conjugate Gradient (CG) methods, the Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) [21]
has been employed or the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [22] can be
used, since Newton or quasi-Newton can be employed, since the nxn Hessian matrix of
ETLS(x) is proven to be positive definite and therefore is not singular ([13][14]). The whole
theory of this neuron, the convergence analysis can be found in [13]: a significant result is
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that the origin belongs to the TLS domain of convergence. This means that if null initial
conditions are chosen for (12) it always converges. In [13] OLS, TLS, and DLS problems are
then encompassed in a general theoretical framework leading to the Generalized TLS EXIN
neuron (GeTLS EXIN).
3. Least-Squares and Neural Identification of Induction Motors
3.1 Introduction to neural identification
The on-line estimation of the electrical parameters of an induction motor, either supplied by
the power grid or in variable speed electric drive, is often crucial: e.g. for motors directly
supplied by the power grid, subject to frequent start-ups and braking phases, the stator and
rotor resistance estimation gives useful information about the variations of the temperature of
windings, which is useful for deciding whether and when the subsequent start-up should take
place in security conditions for avoiding potential damages in the machine. Or, as for
induction motor variable speed drives, the correct on-line parameter estimation of the
electrical parameters of the induction motor significantly affects the performance and the
stability of the control system (as in rotor-flux-linkage oriented control or in direct torque
control). Actually the electrical parameters of the machine, in rated working conditions, are
usually measured with off-line methodologies at stand-still (no-load and locked-rotor tests)
but in normal working conditions, however, these parameters can vary. Particularly, the
values of the stator and rotor resistances vary because of the heating or cooling of the
machine, while the stator and rotor inductances as well as the leakage coefficients can vary
with the magnetization level of the machine core (saturation of the main flux). However,
while the variation of the resistances is quite slow, since it is governed by the thermal time
constants of the machine, the variation of the magnetic parameters is very fast; moreover the
magnetic parameters vary whenever the machine works at speeds higher than the rated one,
since in these working condition the magnetic flux is reduced (field-weakening) with
consequent variation of all of the magnetic parameters. The rotor time constant can thus vary
because of both the heating/cooling effects and the modification of the machine
magnetization. In normal working conditions, the parameters could have percent variations
even as much as 50% [24]-[27]. Thus if the parameters of the machine vary while the
corresponding values assigned to the flux models used to control the drives are kept constant,
the so-called “detuning” of the flux models occurs with resulting worse performance.
3.2 Problem formulation
The employment of any LS technique for real-time identification of induction machines
requires the mathematical model of the machine itself to be rearranged. It is well-known that
the induction motor model can be described by the following stator and rotor space-vector
voltage equations in a general reference frame, which rotates at a general ωg (in electrical
angles per second):
dψ sg
u sg = Rs i sg +
+ jω g ψ sg
dt
dψ rg
g
g
u r = Rr i r +
+ j ω g − ωr ψ rg
(14)
dt
ψ sg = Ls i sg + Lm i rg

(

)

ψ rg = Lr i rg + Lm i sg
If it is assumed that dω r dt ≈ 0 (i.e. at standstill, slowly varying or constant speed) then
eq.(14) can be written in a matrix form linear with the parameters, as follows:
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 di

 dt
 disyg

 dt

g
sx

isxg

− (ω g − ωr )isyg

− ω g isyg

isyg

(ω g − ωr )isxg

ω g isxg

 K1 


 K 2   d 2i g

di g
du
g
g 
−(
− (ω g − ωr )usy ) − usx  K   − 2sx + (2ω g − ωr ) sy + ω g (ω g − ωr )isxg 
dt

dt
 31  ≈  dt

 d 2isyg
dusyg

disxg
g
g  K 32 
g
−(
+ (ω g − ωr )u sx ) − usy 
+ ω g (ω g − ωr )isy 
 − 2 − (2ω g − ωr )

dt
 K 4   dt
dt

K 
 5 
g
sx

(15)
Where the following K-parameters are introduced:

K1 =

β
β
β
β
1
1
1
+ 0 , K 2 = 0 , K 31 =
, K 32 = 0 , K 4 =
, K5 = 0
σTs σ
σTs
σ
σLs
σTs
σLs

(16 a,b,c,d,e,f)

This matrix equation can be solved for by using the different Least-Squares methods
presented in the previous section, in particular the OLS and the TLS methods. In particular the
assumption dω r dt ≈ 0 makes the observation vector affected directly by the approximation
error, but, due to the presence of derivatives, which are sensitive to noise, also the data matrix
is affected by error. So, in dependence on how much the errors in the data matrix and the
observation vector affect the matrix equation (15), either the OLS or the TLS method should
be used. In any case it is apparent from the matrix equation (15) that the two scalar equations
that make it up are linearly independent. This means that in transient conditions or in nonsinusoidal steady state the data matrix is full rank and the LS solution can be obtained.
However in sinusoidal steady state the data matrix has rank 2 and thus only two parameters
can be computed. This means that the estimation of all the parameters cannot be made in
steady state. However only 4 independent parameters can be retrieved from the K-parameters,
that is i.e. : Rs , Rr , σ , β0 = 1 Tr as follows:
K5
K5
K
K − K 31
K
K K − K 32
K
K
, Rs = 2 = 31 = 1 5
, Ls = 32 = 1
Tr = 4 , σ =
=
K5
K 4 K 32 K 4 (K 1 − K 31 )
K5
K5
K5
K4
K4 K5
(17 a, b, c, d)
As recalled in [28], Lm, Lr, Rr, cannot be obtained independently as rotor flux-linkages are
unknown: thus machines with identical rotor time constant and identical ratio Lm2/Lr have the
same input/output (voltage/current) equations.
3.3 Implementation issues
Remark that for the implementation of the LS technique it is necessary to use both analog and
digital filters. The estimation algorithm needs the signals of the stator voltages and currents,
their derivatives, up to the second order for the current and the first order for the voltage, and
the machine speed. Since the motor can be supplied both by the electric grid and by a VSI
inverter, low-pass analog filters for stator voltage and current signals are needed to avoid
aliasing phenomena. The presence of filters, however, causes distortion and time delays of the
processed signals which, therefore, at each time instant, should be synchronized with one
another in order to respect the dynamic equation of the induction machine. Fig. 3 shows the
complete scheme used for processing all the signals needed by the identification algorithm. It
is composed of [29][30]:
• Four analog low pass anti-aliasing filters (B(s) block in Fig. 3) which filter the stator
voltage and current signals from the voltage and current sensors in the drive.
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• Four digital low pass filters (F(z) block in Fig. 3) reducing high order harmonics and
the noise of the stator voltage and current signals which can be amplified by the
following differentiator filters.
• Six digital differentiator filters (D(z) block in Fig. 3) which allow to obtain the
derivatives of the stator voltages (up to the first order) and currents (up to the second
order) of the drive.
Since, in the application under study, the analog-to-digital converter of the voltage and current
signals has a sampling time Ts=100 µs (sampling frequency fs=10 kHz), it is necessary to cut
off all harmonics of these signals from 5 kHz upwards to avoid aliasing phenomena. Bessel
low-pass analog filters have been chosen for this task because they can be easily designed
with an almost exactly linear phase characteristic.
Since the derivatives of voltage and current signals are necessary, digital FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) differentiator filters (blocks D(z) in Fig. 3) have been designed. FIR filters have
been chosen for their characteristic to have an exactly linear phase diagram. These filters
implement the transfer function D(jω)=jω in the ω-domain. Finally digital low pass FIR filters
have been chosen (blocks F(z) in Fig. 3). Since all of the signals processed by the estimation
algorithm must be synchronized, whenever a stator voltage or current signal is processed by
the differentiator filter, the other signals, which are not differentiated and are used in the
identification algorithm, must be delayed in time with the group delay of the differentiator
filter. With reference to the experimental implementation of this methodology, an electronic
card with 6 analog low-pass 4-th order Bessel filters has been built while all digital filters
(low-pass FIR filters and differentiator FIR filters) along with the LS algorithm have been
implemented by software on a DSP.

Fig. 3: Signal Processing System
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3.4 Test set-up
The test set-up that has been built for the experimental verification of the parameter
estimation algorithm consists of
• One three-phase induction motor with rated values shown in Table I;
• One electronic power converter (three-phase diode rectifier and VSI inverter
composed of 3 IGBT modules without any control system) of rated power 7.5 kVA;
• One electronic card with voltage sensors (model LEM LV 25-P) and current sensors
(model LEM LA 55-P) for monitoring the instantaneous values of the stator phase
voltages and currents;
• One voltage sensor (Model LEM CV3-1000) for monitoring the instantaneous value of
the DC link voltage;
• One electronic card with analog 4th order low-pass Bessel filters and cut-off frequency
of 800 Hz;
• One incremental encoder (model RS 256-499, 2500 pulses per round);
• One DSPACE card (model DS1103) with a floating-point DSP;
The VSI inverter is driven by an asynchronous space-vector vector pulsewidth modulation
(SV-PWM) technique (switching frequency fPWM= 5kHz) implemented by software on the
DSPACE card; the DC link voltage sensor permits taking into account the instantaneous
value of the DC link voltage for the modulation. Fig. 4 shows the electric scheme of the
adopted test set-up, while Fig. 5 shows its photograph.
Table I : Parameters of the induction motor
Rated power Prated [kW]
Rated voltage Urated [V]
Rated frequency frated [Hz]
Pole-pairs
Stator resistance Rs [Ω]
Stator inductance Ls [mH]
Rotor resistance Rr [Ω]
Rotor inductance Lr [mH]
3-phase magnetizing inductance Lm [mH]
Moment of inertia J [kg⋅m2]

2.2
220
50
2
3.88
252
1.87
252
236
0.0266

Fig.4: The electric scheme of the adopted test set-up
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Fig. 5: Photograph of the experimental rig

3.5 Experimental results
The least-squares method has been verified numerically in simulations performed in Matlab®
and Simulink®and applied experimentally on the test setup described above. The parameters
of the induction motor used in the simulation are listed in Tab. I. In the experiments the motor
has been supplied by an asynchronous SV-PWM driven VSI using a voltage/frequency openloop control. The pulsewidth modulation as well as the open-loop scalar control algorithm
have been implemented in software on the DSP of the dSPACE 1103 board employing the
Matlab® - Simulink® - Real Time Workshop® - Real Time Interface® software. Vinstruments have been employed for controlling/monitoring the drive and all the electrical and
mechanical signals of the motor, e.g. the rotor speed, the DC link voltage and the stator
voltages/currents. The LS algorithm has been implemented on the DSP board. In all tests the
motor, both in simulation and experimentally, has been supplied by the VSI with sinusoidal
reference voltage of 220 V at 50 Hz. Fig.6 shows, both in simulation and experimentally, the
rotor speed, the isA stator current of the phase A and the stator current locus isD-isQ during up
with no load.
The implementation of this method during these tests both in simulation and experimentally
without noisy perturbations, are shown in Table II when using the OLS and the TLS methods.
The initial values of the K-parameters have always been set to zero, to ensure convergence as
explained at the end of §2. Table II shows the simulation and experimental results in terms of
estimated steady-state parameters and percent estimation errors, obtained respectively with
OLS and TLS. The reference values of the paramenters have been measured with the usual
locked rotor test. From table II it is apparent that the TLS solution is from a vector point of
view closer to the true value than OLS. Therefore the estimation results are to be considered
more accurate. Remark that in the experimental tests the true values of the parameters are
those measured with the usual no-load and locked-rotor tests, which are retrieved under
operating conditions which differ from those of the test: thus the machine parameters
computed by the LS method can be slightly different from those obtained traditionally.
It is interesting to look at the error surfaces obtained with the two methods in fig. 7. The 3-D
plots are drawn by varying just two K-parameters and letting the remaining ones be at values
given by Table I. The flatness in the OLS error cost along the K2 direction is due to the very
small size of the singular value of A corresponding to K2, which implies high 2-norm
condition numbers [9] The computation of the other singular values shows that they are
grouped together and this confirms that only K2 is difficult to be estimated.
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Table II
estimated K-parameters (simulation and experimental results, OLS and TLS)
Simulation Results
OLS x103 TLS x103 OLS err. % TLS err. %
-1
K1 [s ]
0.1886
0.1888
0.21
0.11
K2 [s-2]
1.267
0.9364
33.8
1.05
-1
K31 [s ]
0.1271
0.1280
0.37
0.34
K4 [H-1]
0.0328
0.0329
0.15
0.09
K5 [s-1 H-1]
0.2432
0.2413
0.29
1.06

Experimental Results
OLS x103 TLS x103 OLS err. % TLS err. %
-1
K1 [s ]
0.1887
0.1794
0.14
5.09
K2 [s-2]
1.373
0.9480
45.11
0.16
-1
K31 [s ]
0.1229
0.1172
3.60
8.09
K4 [H-1]
0.0328
0.0324
0.16
1.53
K5 [s-1 H-1]
0.2580
0.2470
5.78
1.17

SIMULATION RESULTS
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Fig. 6. Rotor speed, isD, isQ waveforms (simulation and experimental results)
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OLS error surface

TLS error surface

Constrained error surface
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Fig. 7. 3-D error surfaces for OLS, TLS, and constrained OLS (from [9.100])

To check the robustness of TLS against noise, a uniformly distributed noise between –5% and
+5% of the rated voltage and current has been given to each signal so as to have noisy
elements both in the data matrix and in the observation vector. The electrical drive has been
submitted to the same tests as described above but, to take into account the statistical effect of
the random noise, each test has been repeated 50 times: in this way the statistical average of
all the estimation has been computed. To speed convergence a BFGS method, which requires
blocks of data, has been implemented on the DSP. The size of these blocks has been kept low
not to overload the DSP.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the true parameters of the machine and the waveforms of the average
parameter estimation, computed by the OLS and TLS, respectively in simulation and in the
experimentation, when the signals are corrupted by the noise. The shift in time between the
OLS and TLS curves is due to the different length of the block for each of them. The
electrical parameters are updated every 0.3 s.
Tab. III shows the percentage error of the K-parameters at the end of the estimating process
both with OLS and TLS as well as their global errors computed as the 2-norm, divided by the
2-norm of the true K-parameters vector, of the difference between the solution vector
obtained with each method and the true K-parameters vector. These results show on the one
hand that the OLS solution deteriorates in comparison with the TLS one in the presence of the
noise, and on the other hand that the TLS solution goes away from the solution, especially in
the estimation of K2,
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Fig. 8: Real and estimated electrical parameters of the motor with noise
(simulation results)
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Fig. 9: Real and estimated electrical parameters of the motor with noise
(experimental results)

3.6 Conclusions about neural parameter estimation
As for parameter estimation in AC motors, the advantage of using the TLS EXIN neuron is
primarily the existence of a complete theory [13] which proves its convergence and accuracy
as well as its tracking capability in slowly varying systems. For all these reasons, this
technique suitable to be applied to induction motors, either supplied by the electrical grid or
belonging a high performance electrical drive with any control system, and therefore with
any supply condition.
As for its feasibility in industrial applications, this methodology presents in general the
following advantages:
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it is simpler and less computationally cumbersome than the other algorithms in literature,
like the Extended Kalman Filter , the Extended Luenberger Observer , the Model
Reference Adaptive System;
it does not use a frequency domain analysis or maximum likelihood for retrieving the
electrical parameters;
it allows the four electrical parameters to be estimated during a speed transient of the
machine and one electrical parameter in sinusoidal steady-state;
it can be applied with few modifications to the off-line identification of the machine at
standstill during the self-commissioning of the drive;
it does not require any a priori knowledge of the electrical parameters of the motor or its
name-data;
it can be applied both to FOC and DTC drive with slight modifications(useful in industrial
applications as it reduces the development time);
it permits computing the variation of the parameters due to different magnetic excitations
(useful when the drive operates in the field weakening region).

4. Neural Sensorless Control of AC Drives (TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive
Observer)
4.1 Introduction
The neural sensorless control of AC drives is an enormous issue. Many neural based
techniques have been used to retrieve the speed of induction motors, ranging from open-loop
techniques [31] to MRAS (Model Reference Adaptive Systems) using the MLP trained with
the Back-Propagation (BPN) algorithm [32]-[37] or sliding-mode neuro-fuzzy speed
controller [38]. A classical off-line use of the MLP for speed computation has been adopted in
[39]. However an up-to-date state of the art of neural sensorless control can be found in ch.11
of ref. [9]. Here another approach is described based on the structure of the Full-Order
Luenberger Adaptive Observer [40][41]: the state equations of the induction motor are
discretized and re-arranged to be used by a linear neural network (ADALINE) so that the TLS
EXIN neuron can be used to train on-line the ADALINE and estimate the rotor speed.
4.2 Problem formulation
If the stator current and the rotor flux-linkage space-vectors are chosen as state variables, the
state equations of the induction machine in the stationary reference frame can be written as:
d  i s  d x A 11
=
 =
dt ψ'r  dt A 21

A 12   i s  B1 
   +   u s = A x + Bu s
A 22  ψ' r   0 

(18 a,b)

is = C x
where:
A11 = −{Rs (σ Ls ) + (1 − σ ) (σ Tr )}I = a11 I ,
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A12 = Lm (σ Ls Lr ) {(1 Tr ) I − ωr J} = a12 {(1 Tr ) I − ωr J} ,
A 21 = {Lm Tr } I = a21 I ,

A 22 = −(1 Tr ) I + ωr J = a22 {(1 Tr ) I − ωr J}
B1 = 1 (σ Ls ) I = b I

(19 a,b,c,d,e)

with:

[

i s = i sD

i sQ

]

T

[

]

[

T

, us = usD

usQ , Ψ' r = Ψ rd

Ψ rq

]

T

1 0
, C' = [0 I ] , C = [I 0], I = 
,
0 1 

0 − 1
J=
.
1 0 
In the above state representation x = i s ,y 'r is the state vector, composed of the stator current
and rotor flux linkage direct and quadrature components in the stationary reference frame, u s
is the input vector composed of the stator voltage direct and quadrature components in the
stationary reference frame, A is the state matrix (4x4 matrix) depending on the rotor speed
ω r , B is the input matrix and finally C is the output matrix.

[

]

4.3 The adaptive speed observer
The full-order Luenberger state observer can be obtained from eq. (18), if a correction term is
added containing the difference between the actual and estimated states. In particular, since
the only measurable state variables are the stator currents, the correction term involves only
the error vector on the stator current e rr = i s − ˆi s , as in the following:
d xˆ ˆ
(20)
= A x + Bu s + G ˆi s − i s
dt
where ∧ means the estimated values and G is the observer gain matrix which is designed so
that the above observer is stable. For the proper choice of the observer gain matrix see
[40][41].

(

)

(

)

4.4 TLS-based Speed Estimation
The Total Least-Squares (TLS) based speed observer derives from a modification of (18), in
the sense that it exploits the two first scalar equations to estimate the rotor speed, as shown
below in discrete form for digital implementation [41].
The first two scalar equations of the matrix equation (18) can be written as:
 disD
 dt = a11 isD + a12 pr ψˆ rd + a12 ωˆ r ψˆ rq + b u sD
 di
 sQ = a11 isQ + a12 pr ψˆ rq − a12 ωˆ r ψˆ rd + b usQ
 dt
(21)
where the current components are measured variables and the rotor flux and speed are
estimated ones. Moving from the continuous domain to the discrete one, and approximating
1 − z −1
the continuous derivative with the discrete filter
, where Ts is the sampling time of the
Ts z −1
control systems, the following equations can be deduced where k is the current time sample.
isD (k ) − isD (k −1) − a11 Ts isD (k −1) − a12 pr Ts ψˆ rd (k −1) − bTs uˆ sD (k −1)
 a12 Ts ψˆ rq (k −1) 


 ωˆ r (k −1) = 
ˆ
−a12 Ts ψ rd (k −1)
isQ (k ) − isQ (k −1) − a11 Ts isQ (k −1) − a12 pr Ts ψˆ rq (k −1) − bTs uˆ sQ (k −1)

15

(22)
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where pr=1/Tr.
However also the four scalar equations in (18) can be exploited in order to retrieve the speed
estimation, as shown below [40]:
isD (k ) − isD (k − 1) − a11Ts isD (k − 1) − a12 pr Tsψˆ rd (k − 1) − bTs uˆ sD (k − 1)
 a12 Tsψˆ rq (k − 1) 
i (k ) − i (k − 1) − a T i (k − 1) − a p T ψˆ (k − 1) − bT uˆ (k − 1)
− a T ψˆ (k − 1)
sQ
11 s sQ
12 r s rq
s sQ

 12 s rd
ωˆ (k − 1) =  sQ


− a22Tsψˆ rq (k − 1) r
− ψˆ rd (k ) + ψˆ rd (k − 1) + a21Ts isd (k − 1) + a22 Ts Trψˆ rd (k − 1)




− ψˆ rq (k ) + ψˆ rq (k − 1) + a21Ts isq (k − 1) + a22 Ts Trψˆ rq (k − 1)


 a22 Tsψˆ rd (k − 1) 

(23)

Both eq.s (22) and (23) are classical matrix equation of the type Ax≈b, where x is the
unknown vector, equal to ω̂ r . Least-squares (LS) techniques can therefore be adopted to solve
them in recursive form. The matrix A is composed of the d-q axis components of the rotor
flux linkage, which can be affected by errors and noise resulting measurements and the same
can be said for the observation vector b which is also composed of the d-q axis components of
the rotor flux linkage and the d-q components of the stator current space vector; the problem
under hand is therefore a TLS problem, rather than an OLS one.
Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of the TLS EXIN Full-Order Adaptive Observer.
It should be remarked that the computation of the rotor speed by means of the TLS estimator
is performed through the minimization of the residual of the matrix equation (22) or (23). The
residual is strongly dependant on the rotor flux estimation error, while all its other terms are
dependent on the measured values of the electrical variables (is and us) and they are also
affected by measurement errors. The TLS inherently gives the best solution for the rotor speed
in spite of these uncertainties. From experimental results [9] it appears that (23) solution gives
better results than (22), even if it this is computationally more bulky. Actually this offers
higher robustness to parameter uncertainty

Fig. 10: Block diagram of the TLS EXIN Full-Order Adaptive Observer

4.5 Experimental results
The adopted test setup is the same described in section 3.4.
The TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer has been tested experimentally on
a FOC induction motor drive.
The dynamic performance of the drive have been verified by giving the following set of speed
step variations 0→100→-100→0 rad/s at no-load. Fig. 11 shows the estimated, measured
speed and the speed estimation error obtained with the TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger
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Adaptive Observer and Fig. 12 shows the corresponding rotor flux linkage amplitude and
electromagnetic torque. These figures show that the speed reversal with both the observers is
accomplished in 0.29 s and the torque response is practically instantaneous. By employing the
TLS based observer, the instantaneous speed estimation error is maximum during the first
speed transient, when the adaptive observer is not yet correctly tuned due to the mismatch
between the parameters of the observer and the real ones of the machine, while afterwards it is
almost negligible also during the speed reversal. This is not the case of the classic adaptive
observer, presenting an instantaneous speed estimation error during the speed reversal of
almost as much as 20 rad/s.

Fig. 11: reference, estimated, measured speed and speed estimation error during a set of speed steps with a
reversal from 100 rad/s (955 rpm) to –100 rad/s with the TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer

Fig. 12: rotor flux linkage amplitude and electromagnetic torque during a set of speed steps with a reversal from
100 rad/s (955 rpm) to –100 rad/s (-955 rpm) with the TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer
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Finally, the dynamic performance of the proposed observer has been tested by giving it a
square wave speed reference with the lowest possible amplitude and the highest possible
pulsation. Fig. 13 shows the reference, measured and estimated speed obtained giving the
drive a square speed waveform reference of amplitude 2 rad/s and pulsation 0.3 rad/s. It
shows the capability of the observer to follow a square waveform reference of very low
amplitude and high frequency. It should be noted that, during the zero crossing of the speed,
there is a time interval during which the real speed of the machine remains equal to zero.

Fig. 13: reference, measured and estimated speed in a square wave reference of amplitude 2 rad/s and pulsation
0.3 rad/s with the TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer (from [9]).

The drive has been then operated at the rated rotor flux-linkage at zero speed. The test has
been performed at no-load and at the load of 5 Nm (about 50% of the rated load). Fig.s 14, 15
show the waveforms of the reference, measured, estimated speed and speed estimation error
for a time interval of 60 s, obtained respectively with the TLS and the classic full-order
observers. They show that with the TLS observer, after the magnetisation of the machine, the
drive can work properly at zero speed and at no-load, even without any signal injection.
This is mainly due to the fact that the TLS algorithm estimating the rotor speed uses the
measured stator current signals and not the estimated ones, as in the classic observer. In
particular the estimated speed has slight oscillations around 0 rad/s and the measured speed is
always zero. In contrast to this, the classic observer at almost 15 s after the magnetisation of
the machine has an unstable behaviour with the machine running at 45 rad/s with a mean
speed estimation error of 13.74 rad/s. The drive has exhibited this kind of unstable behaviour
after repeating such tests more times. Figs 16 shows a comparison among several speed
observer in a speed reversal from 100 rad/s to –100 rad/s and highlight the best behaviour
among all of the TLS full order observer which presents the minimum transient estimation
error. Fig 17 shows a comparison among several speed observer in zero speed operation with
the machine fully magnetized. Even in this case the TLS full order observer exhibits the best
behaviour maintaining a stable working condition during the entire test.
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Fig. 14: reference, estimated, measured speed and speed estimation error during zero speed operation at no-load
with the TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer

Fig. 15: reference, estimated, measured speed and speed estimation error during zero speed operation at no-load
with the classical Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer
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Fig. 16: Comparison among several speed observer in a speed reversal from 100 rad/s to –100 rad/s

Fig. 17: Comparison among several speed observer with zero speed operation at no load

4.6 Conclusions
As a conclusion, apart from the possibility of the TLS EXIN full observer, some comparative
results are shown obtained with other speed observers, summarized in Tab. III. with regard to
the main issues of sensorless algorithms (score 1 corresponds to the best and 5 to the worst). It
shows that the proposed TLS EXIN Full-Order Luenberger Adaptive Observer outperforms
all the other observers in all the specified issues. The TLS MRAS Observer appears superior
to the TLS MARS Observer [42], the Classic Adaptive Observer, the BPN MRAS Observer
[35][36], and the open-loop estimator [9, § 6.4.5] in all issues, except for the accuracy in
speed transient, where the Classic Adaptive Observer has a better behaviour. Remark that the
Classic Adaptive Observer and BPN MRAS Observer are unable to deal with the regeneration
mode at low speed and the field-weakening behaviour respectively.
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Table III
Comparative results between speed observers
(score 1 corresponds to the best and 5 to the worst).

TLS MRAS Observer
TLS Adaptive Observer
Classic Adaptive Observer
BPN MRAS Observer
Open-loop estimator

Accuracy in
Minimum Zero-speed Field-weakening Regeneration mode
Speed Transient
speed
operation
Behaviour
at low speed
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
NO
2
3
5
1
4
5
3
NO
1
5
4
4
1
1

5. Neural Enhanced Single-phase distributed generation systems with active power
filtering capability.
This section deals with the use of linear neural network to improve the performance of a
Distributed Generation (DG) system with Active Power Filtering (APF) capability. These two
areas of power electronics make use of the most recent advances in control system
technology. As shown in [9], the same power circuit topology can be utilized both for power
inverter and for active filtering. Actually these functions can be performed by the same circuit
if a suitable neural network based control is selected. In particular, the inverter functions are
those of a DG unit that, connected in parallel with the grid, injects into the same grid a current
with phase and frequency equal to the corresponding ones of the grid voltage and with
amplitude depending on the power available from the renewable sources; on the other hand,
the APF unit injects system harmonic currents like those of the loads but with opposite phase,
thus keeping the line current almost sinusoidal. The task of the neural network consists of
both the detection of the grid voltage fundamental and the computation of the load harmonic
compensation current.
This section presents and discusses the results obtained experimentally on a 130 V rms, 50 Hz
single-phase distribution network, which in itself contains the distorted currents coming from
both the utility and a nonlinear load. The system described utilizes twice the same neural
adaptive filter based on linear neurons (ADALINEs): it is employed respectively to compute
the fundamental component of the grid voltage waveform for the grid connection, and the
overall harmonic component of the load current for the current harmonic compensation. In the
first configuration the network allows the fundamental grid frequency voltage to be detected
suppressing other components and is called “band” configuration; in the second all current
harmonic components are detected and the fundamental is eliminated: it is called “notch”
configuration. It should be noted that this approach does not need any a priori training of the
neural network, which adapts itself on-line.
Fig. 18 shows the block diagram of the Neural Enhanced Single-phase DG systems with APF
Capability; four main blocks are recognizable: the grid with its point of common coupling
(PCC), the power unit that contains the inverter, the measurement units with all parameters to
be acquired and finally the microprocessor units that includes the NN based filters.
The grid is modelled by a sinusoidal generator with series impedance and various linear and
non-linear loads are connected to the PCC, which contains the inverter terminals connected to
the power line and the current and voltage transducers. In particular the grid current ig, the
inverter current i, the load current iL and the voltage vcp are measured at the PCC.
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Fig.18: Block diagram of the Neural Enhanced Single-phase DG systems with APF Capability

The power unit contains the H-bridge inverter with its connecting inductance. The
measurement unit contains all transducers to allow the main parameters to be converted into a
suitable scaled voltage. Finally, the microprocessor unit receives information by the
transducers, computes both the active current to be injected and the harmonic current to be
compensated on the basis of NN based filters performance and outputs the signal to drive the
inverter power devices.
5.1 Description of the Linear Neural Network

The neural network is represented in fig. 19.

Fig. 19: Block diagram of the linear neural network
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The network presents two inputs and two outputs. The first input is the signal to be processed;
the second is a sinusoidal sequence with reference pulsation ω0. The two outputs give the
notch and the band behaviour.
It should be noted that the neuron weights are adapted by the simple on-line training LMS
algorithm by Widrow and Stearns [12] because of its low complexity, low computational
demand and high speed convergence. Moreover this does not result in significant increase of
the computational demand and complexity of the filters. The reference input is delayed by π/2
to build the 2nd sinusoidal reference and the frequency of these reference inputs corresponds
to the frequency of the primary input signal dk that should be cancelled or let pass, where k is
the current sampled time instant.
Update of the weights, using the LMS, is given by:
 w1,k +1 = w1k + 2µε k x1k
(24)

w2,k +1 = w2 k + 2µε k x 2 k

where wik is the weight of the i-th neuron at the k-th time sample, µ is the learning rate, and
εk is the difference between the primary input signal dk and the band filter output yk; εk is also
the notch filter output. The sampled reference inputs are given by:
 x1k = C cos (kω0 + φ )

 x2 k = C sin (kω0 + φ )
(25)
where C is the amplitude of the sinusoidal sequence with reference frequency ω0.
The network transfer functions in z-domain has the following form:

z 2 − 2 z cos ω 0 + 1
(
)
H
z
=
notch filter

z 2 − 2(1 − µC 2 ) z cos ω 0 + 1 − 2 µC 2

(26)

2
2
µ
(
cos
ω
1
)
C
z
−
0
 K ( z) =
band filter

z 2 − 2(1 − µC 2 ) z cos ω 0 + 1 − 2µC 2
The internal parameter µ has to be set to obtain a good trade off between the bandwidth and
the convergence speed, this is crucial for the network to perform as a filter and for the overall
stability of the system. As a matter of fact a slow convergence, corresponding to a lower value
of µ and a narrower band introduces a delay that, in a feedback action could be unacceptable.
In particular the constraints for the harmonic voltage fundamental frequency extraction are:
the reference sequence pulsation that has to be fixed to the rated value of the grid pulsation,
the bandwidth that has to contain the slight variation permitted by standards to keep the filter
working properly in presence of grid frequency variations. Anyway, the 2nd harmonic and
interharmonics are suppressed because they lie outside the bandwidth of the filter. It is
important to remark that filter stability considerations determine the upper limit of µ on the
basis of the maximum eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matrix λ max then: 1
> µ > 0 . The
λmax

optimal choice of µ is different for notch and band operation and is discussed in [9].
5.1.1 Notch operation
This output aims at suppressing a single frequency (or a very narrow band frequency) of the
input signal. The frequency content outside the band of the filter remains unchanged both in
amplitude and phase. This function is used to eliminate the fundamental current component
and consequently to detect all current harmonic components.
If the stability of the filter is ensured, the following considerations for choosing the values of
the parameter µ hold:
1.
a narrow notch permits the compensation even of the load low frequency current
harmonics; on the other hand, even if the grid frequency presents a slight shift respect to the
nominal value, in the range allowed by standards, it has to be eliminated as well.
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2.
a narrow notch permits the filter to have a better phase characteristics around the notch
frequency, with a phase characteristics equal to zero (zero delay time of the filter at all
harmonics) at frequencies very close to the notch one. In this way there is no phase distortion
of the load harmonic compensation current even at low frequency harmonics.
Fig. 20 shows the Bode diagram of the notch filter for different values of the parameter µ. It
should be noted that constraints are satisfied for µ=8·10-4 that gives a bandwidth equal to 2 Hz
and exhibits a linear phase in the region where there are harmonics to be compensated. Two
wrong choices are plotted too. It should be noted that for µ=1·10-4 the bandwidth is too
narrow and for µ=20·10-4 the phase is different from zero in the range of current harmonics.

Fig. 20: Frequency response of the neural adaptive filter in notch configuration for different values of µ

5.1.2 Band operation
This function is used to detect the fundamental grid frequency voltage by suppressing other
harmonics and interharmonics coming from the grid.
Taking into consideration, as example, the standard IEC61727 [43], the frequency range for
normal grid operation is 50±1 Hz. As a consequence the fundamental frequency is expected in
the range from 49 Hz to 51 Hz.
With regard to the band neural filter µ can be chosen so as to have a slightly wider band than
the grid fundamental frequencies allowed by standards, and this for two reasons:
1.
a slightly wider band of the filter permits it to converge quickly, which is very
important for a fast connection of the DG to the grid.
2.
a slightly wider band of the filter permits the DG to connect properly to the grid even
in presence of small variations of the grid frequency. With this regard, choosing a wider band
permits the filter to have a better phase characteristics around the band frequency (close to
zero), which is particularly important when the grid connection is to be done in presence of a
modified grid frequency. In this way, a grid frequency tracking system is not strictly needed
(see the PLL in [44]).
The plot of the Bode diagram is shown in Fig. 21. It should be noted that by adopting
µ=20·10-4 a bandwidth from about 43 Hz to 57 Hz is obtained. Moreover the Bode diagrams
strongly decreases outside the filter bandwidth so as to erase other harmonics. As example it
can be observed that the 3rd harmonic has attenuation greater that 20 dB.
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Fig. 21: Frequency response of the neural adaptive filter in band configuration for different values of µ

5.2 Building the current reference
The desired current to be supplied by the grid is sinusoidal, as a consequence all harmonics
components different from fundamental one have to be suppressed and the reference i*comp
will contain these terms with opposite phase. This function is performed by notch neural filter
(see Fig. 20) that eliminates from the load current the fundamental current component.
On the basis of the power given by the renewable source Pref, the active current reference is
calculated and added to the reference to supply active power to the grid. This reference
component i*act is obtained as (see Fig. 22b):
2 Pref
*
(27)
iact
vcpfilt
=
2

vcpfilt + v 'cpfilt

2

where vcpfilt is the output of the neural band adaptive filter, it contains only the grid voltage
fundamental component. By a fictitious voltage, v’cpfilt which is in quadrature with vcpfilt,
obtained shifting this last signal in time by a discrete time delay z-75 (75 samples at 15 kHz
sampling frequency of the control system correspond to 5 ms, which is a quarter of period at
50 Hz). The denominator of eq. (27) is the square of the amplitude of the coupling point
voltage. With such a scheme, the reference active current is generated to produce an amount
of power equal to Pref and is a sinusoid in steady-state, exactly in phase with the fundamental
of the coupling point voltage vcp: the DG therefore generates only active power with no
reactive power exchanged with the grid. The availability of the grid harmonic voltage is
crucial when a DG unit is connected close to a non-linear current load. As a matter of fact, the
coupling point voltage vcp can be influenced by the voltage drop on the grid impedance of the
load current iL becoming distorted too, moreover the DG can inject current harmonics into the
same grid impedance worsening the shape of grid voltage shape.
5.3 Experimental results

The single-phase sinusoidal electrical grid at 130 V rms, 50 Hz, sketched in Fig. 22a with
parameters in tab. IV, has been considered for the experimental assessment of the method.
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Fig: 22a: Electrical scheme of the DG unit with APF (Active Power Filtering)

Fig: 22b: Block diagram of the DG/APF operation
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Table IV:
Parameters of the grid
Lg [mH] = grid inductance
Rg [Ω]
= grid resistance
L [mH] = interconnecting filter inductance
R [Ω]
= interconnecting filter resistance
Vg rms [V]= gridvoltage
Ud [V]
= DC voltage

20
1
4
0.2
130
250

The non-linear current load is obtained with a diode bridge supplying a highly inductive load,
so the required current is almost a square wave. In addition an auxiliary non-linear load can be
connected as an alternative to the previous one. This auxiliary load is obtained with a
saturable transformer supplying a diode in series with a resistance load. The current waveform
required by it is a complex waveform with both odd and even harmonics.
The single-phase inverter is connected to the grid by a filtering inductance, which smoothes
the inverter current waveform. The inverter employs four IGBT modules type Semikron SMK
50 GB 123 in a H-bridge connection with their proper drivers. Three current sensors, model
LEM LA 55-P, are used to measure respectively the grid, the inverter and the load current. A
voltage sensor model LEM CV3-1000 has been used to measure the common coupling point
(CCP) voltage. A sampling frequency of 15 kHz has been adopted both for the simulation and
the experimental tests.
A renewable source (photovoltaic, wind, fuel-cells etc.) supplies with a dc voltage of
Udc=250 V a single-phase inverter. It is connected to the grid by a filtering inductance L
(with parasitic resistance R). The DG-APF needs, to properly work, the acquisition of the
inverter current i, the load current iL and the voltage of the coupling point vcp. These signals
are acquired by a programmable hardware, a DSP in the case under study, in which are
implemented both the load current harmonic compensation and the grid connection features.
Fig. 23 shows the block diagram of the whole system. Remark the use of a resonant converter
tuned at the grid frequency and at the 3rd,5th and 7th harmonics. The controller tuned at the
fundamental frequency is used for the active power generation, while the three resonant
harmonic controllers are used either for the load current compensation (APF capability ON)
or to control to zero the first three odd harmonics of the injected current (APF capability
OFF).
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Fig.23: Block diagram of the DG unit

Fig. 24 shows on the left the steady-state time waveform of the current required by the nonlinear current load and its harmonic content obtained with the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform).
It is a quasi-square waveform, presenting only odd harmonics with amplitude decreasing with
inverse proportionality with the frequency, whose %THD (Total Harmonic Distortion)
computed up to the 19th harmonics is 25.2%. On the right side of Fig. 10.17 there is the
steady-state time waveform of the current required by the auxiliary non-linear current load
and its harmonic content: here also even harmonics are present and the corresponding %THD
is equal to 43%.

Fig. 24: measured current waveform required by the nonlinear load and its spectrum (left) and by the auxiliary
non-linear load (right)
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Two kinds of challenging tests have been studied in the proposed system. The first consists in
the sudden insertion of the active filtering capability (APF) keeping a active power reference
equal to zero. It corresponds to the operation of a pure shunt power APF. Then a second step
reference of active power of 600 W is given, when the DG is already working in active
filtering mode, reproducing the case when additional power is available from the renewable
source. In this last case the generation of active power to supply the grid is required in
addition to APF performance.
5.3.1 APF insertion
Fig. 25 shows the effects of the sudden insertion of the APF on the grid, with null active
power reference, obtained experimentally with the DG-APF based on Neural Adaptive
Filtering. The APF is operated at t=0, before this time the grid current is equal to that required
by the non-linear load. In particular, Fig. 25 shows the inverter current waveforms (reference
and measured), the load and grid current and finally the coupling point voltage (measured and
filtered by the NN band filter) and its fictitious quadrature component and the reference
voltage provided to the PWM modulator. In this test the linear resistance is not connected. It
can be observed that, after the APF insertion, the inverter current rapidly gets the reference
one (in few cycles of the fundamental), while the load grid current, initially equal to the
nonlinear load one, becomes close to a sinusoid. At the same time the coupling point voltage
becomes slightly noisier after the APF insertion, as expected, due to the injected current by
the inverter, and the NN filter K(z) correctly extracts the fundamental harmonics of the grid
voltage, as it works in band mode. Fig. 26 shows the steady-state waveform of the inverter
current and its spectrum, obtained with the FFT, at the end of the transient in Fig. 25. In APF
mode the inverter generates a current with a harmonic content which presents a high 3rd
harmonic of the grid fundamental (see the harmonic content of the nonlinear load of fig. 24),
controlled by the corresponding resonant controller, as well as some undesired multiples of it.
Correspondingly fig. 27 shows the steady-state grid current and its spectrum, which, after the
insertion of the APF, is basically a sinusoid: the 3rd , 5th and 7th harmonics are correctly
eliminated by the multiresonant controller driven by the neural notch filter H(z) and the first
meaningful harmonic is the 9th, which, even if not controlled, has an amplitude which is less
than 4% of the fundamental. The total %THD of the grid current is 4.51%.
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Fig. 25: measured grid current, inverter current, load current and coupling point voltage during the transient of
the insertion of APF with the DG-APF based on Neural Adaptive Filtering.

Fig. 26: measured steady-state of the inverter current with APF ON with the DG-APF based on Neural Adaptive
Filtering

Fig. 27: measured steady-state grid current with APF on with the DG-APF based on Neural Adaptive Filtering

5.3.2 Power reference insertion
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In this test, during the APF operation, a step power reference is given as when energy is
sudden available from a renewable source. A step of 600 W has been chosen. Both linear (RL)
and non linear loads are connected to the grid.
The effects of this step power reference, given at t=0, are shown in Fig. 28. Particularly, the
following parameters are included: the inverter current waveforms (reference and measured),
the load and grid current and finally the coupling point voltage (measured and filtered by the
NN band filter) and its fictitious quadrature component, and finally the reference voltage
provided to the PWM modulator. The top diagram contains the measured current (i), the
reference active current due to power step (i*act), the reference current due to the APF
operation (i*comp) comprising the outputs of H(z) and K(z), and the sum of the last two terms
(i*= i*act + i*comp). After the power step, the active current reference component rises and is in
phase with the filtered coupling point voltage thanks to the operation of NN band filter K(z).
The inverter current rapidly converges to the reference one in about three cycles of the grid
fundamental and without any overshoot.
The middle diagram contains the grid current (ig), the load current (iL) and again the inverter
current (i). After the power step, the grid current changes its sign because the amount of
power generated by the DG is higher than the sum of the power required both by the linear
and nonlinear loads. The inverter and grid currents present correspondingly in steady-state
opposite signs.
Finally, the bottom diagram shows the voltage and, particularly, the voltage in the point of
common coupling (Vcp), the corresponding filtered one (Vcpfilt) and delayed of π/4 (V’cpfilt) and
the reference voltage (Vref). The reference voltage provided to the PWM modulator is lower
than the coupling point voltage before the power step and then, when it operates as DG, it
becomes higher.
Fig. 29 shows the steady-state time waveform of the inverter current and its spectrum
obtained with the FFT at the end of the transient in fig.28. The aim of this picture is to show
that the inverter current is basically a sinusoid at 50 Hz, apart from the 3rd, 5th and 7th
harmonics which are exactly equal to the corresponding harmonic components of the load
current (before AFP operation the load current was practically the one shown in Fig. 24) but
now they are generated by the inverter because the APF capability is on. If the APF capability
were set off, the multiresonant controller would have zero references of these harmonics,
which would therefore be actively controlled to zero. The resulting %THD is equal to 4.74%.
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Fig. 28: grid current, inverter current, load current and coupling point voltage during the step transient of
Pref=600 W with APF on with the DG-APF based on Neural Adaptive Filtering (experiment).

Fig. 29: steady-state inverter current with Pref=600 W with APF on with the DG-APF based on Neural Adaptive
Filtering (experiment)

6. Conclusions
This paper gives only a brief description of the possible capabilities of linear neuron networks
to power electronics applications, spanning from parameter identification of electrical
machines to power quality and active filtering and finally to sensorless control for high
performance electrical drives. These techniques, thanks to their simplicity, have made it
possible a bunch of applications. At present other applications to linear control and
identification of linear induction motors and to PMSM sensorless control are under
investigation. The main point to stress here is that these neurons have a solid analytical
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background, thanks to which the TLS techniques have been employed: the use of Total Least
Squares is much more suitable for real world scenarios, since data are always affected by
noise. Moreover the use of linear neurons as easy to implement adaptive filters has proved to
be most useful for power quality and active filtering in multisource systems connected to the
grid in a plug-and-play fashion. Theoretical background and experimental results show how
these techniques are now mature enough for several applications.
List of symbols

usA ,usB ,usC = stator phase voltages;
isA ,isB ,isC = stator phase currents;
u s = usD + j usQ = space-vector of the stator voltages in the stator reference frame;
ugs = usxg + j usyg = space-vector of the stator voltages in a generic rotating reference frame;
i s = isD + j isQ = space-vector of the stator currents in the stator reference frame;
i gs = isxg + j isyg = space-vector of the stator currents in a generic rotating reference frame;
i'r = ird + j irq
g
r

g
rx

g
ry

i = i + ji

= space-vector of the rotor currents in the stator reference frame;
= space-vector of the rotor currents in a generic rotating reference frame;

ψ = ψ rd + j ψ rq = space-vector of the rotor flux-linkages in the stator reference frame;
ψ s = ψ sD + j ψ sQ = space-vector of the stator flux-linkages in the stator reference frame;
i mr = imrD + j imrQ = space-vector of the rotor magnetizing current in the stator reference frame;
i ms = imsD + j imsQ = space-vector of the stator magnetizing current in the stator reference frame;
i mm = immD + j immQ = space-vector of the magnetizing current in the stator reference frame;
'
r

ρr = phase angle of the rotor flux linkage space vector with respect to the sD axis;
ρs = phase angle of the stator flux linkage space vector with respect to the sD axis;
ρm = phase angle of the magnetizing flux linkage space vector with respect to the sD axis;
ϑ r = angular position of the rotor with respect to the sD axis;
Ls

= stator inductance;

'
s

L = stator transient inductance;
Lr = rotor inductance.
Lm = total static magnetising inductance;

Lsσ = stator leakage inductance;
Lrσ = rotor leakage inductance;
Rs = resistance of a stator phase winding;
Rr

= resistance of a rotor phase winding;

Ts = stator time constant;
Tr = rotor time constant;

β 0 =Rr/Lr=inverse of the rotor time constant Tr ;
Ts' = stator transient time constant;
Tr' = rotor transient time constant;
Trσ = rotor leakage time constant;

σ = 1-Lm2/(LsLr) = total leakage factor;

σ r = rotor leakage factor;
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σ s = stator leakage factor;
p = number of pole pairs;
ωmr = angular speed of the rotor flux space-vector;
ωms = angular speed of the stator flux space-vector;
ωmm = angular speed of the magnetizing flux space-vector;
ωsl = angular slip speed;

ωr

= angular rotor speed (in electrical angles per second);

te = electromagnetic torque;
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